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Penny and Pup , Linda Jennings, 1997, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. Penny the puppy enjoys the
company of big, floppy, toy Pup so much that she feels she no longer needs real animal friends..

Little Bones , Janette Jenkins, Jun 3, 2013, Historical fiction, 282 pages. Originally published:
London: Chatto & Windus, 2012..

Bedtime, Everybody! , Mordicai Gerstein, 1996, Bedtime, 32 pages. It is time for bed, but Daisy
has a hard time getting her stuffed animals to settle down..

Gold Unicorn , Tanith Lee, 1994, Fantasy fiction, 149 pages. In the sequel to Black Unicorn,
Tanaquil, a young mender, and her familiar come face to face with her half-sister, Lizra, who
forces Tanaquil to make a perilous choice between.

Bear Noel , , Oct 3, 2006, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. The animals of the North Woods react with
excitement as they hear Bear Noel coming to bring them Christmas..

Tumble Tower , , 1993, Cleanliness, 32 pages. A very messy princess in a very tidy royal family has
the opportunity to prove that there are advantages to not being neat..

Splash, Splash , , 1994, Animal sounds, 36 pages. All kinds of animals, from a bee to a frog, fall
into the water, making their own distinctive noises as they get wet..

The Band Over the Hill , Shirley Isherwood, 1997, Bands (Music), 24 pages. Two bears, Mr.
Manders and Edward James, hear a marching band playing in the distance and decide to join
them, but the band always seems to be just out of reach..

Agricultural Research in the Caribbean: Some Policy and Organizational Alternatives , Eduardo
Trigo, 1988, Agriculture, 14 pages. The small-country probem: conflict between resources and
needs; Some ppolicy alternatives; Concentration of efforts to maximize the impact of availabel
reources; Better.

Little Teddy left behind , Anne Mangan, 1995, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. Left behind when his
young owners move, a teddy bear has exciting adventures with a variety of people and animals..

The tub people , Pam Conrad, 1989, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. The tub people have to rescue the
tub child when the water rushes down the drain before the tub people are put safely on the shelf.

The Wind in the Willows , Kenneth Grahame, 1992, Juvenile Fiction, 302 pages. Far from fading
with time, Kenneth Grahame's classic tale of fantasy has attracted a growing audience in each
generation. Rat, Mole, Badger and the preposterous Mr Toad (with.

WARRIORS REVENGE SPIDER MAN SUPER THRILLER 8 , Neal Barrett, Aug 1, 1997, Fiction, 144
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pages. Traveling to New York to meet an old friend, Bruce Banner (the Incredible Hulk) discovers
that his friend is being stalked by the notorious Super-Skrull, an alien possessing.

Dogger , Shirley Hughes, 1977, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. A young boy is upset by the loss of his
favorite stuffed dog..

Old Bear's Surprise Painting , Jane Hissey, Oct 1, 2001, Juvenile Fiction, 28 pages. The toy
animals join together to make a painting and each contributes his own pattern..



International peace-building for the 21st century the Tswalu Protocol and background papers, John
Mackinlay, Terence McNamee, Greg Mills, 2008, Political Science, 218 pagesContribution to
Education , , 1930, Education



Crafty Birds Bird Art & Crafts for Mixed Media Artists, Kristy Conlin, Mar 8, 2013, Art, 128 pages.
Presents step-by-step instructions for crafting bird-themed jewelry, collages, and mixed-media
projects, in a work that features techniques for working with such products asExercises in Analysis
Essays by Students of Casimir Lewy, Ian Hacking, 1985, Analysis (Philosophy)., 204 pages. This is
a volume of specially commissioned essays of analytical philosophy, on topics of current interest in
ethics and the philosophy of logic and language. Among the topics Debbie Travis' Painted House
More Than 35 Quick and Easy Finishes for Walls, Floors, and Furniture, Debbie Travis, Barbara
Dingle, 1997, House & Home, 184 pages. Shows how to safely create today's most fashionable
painted effects for the home, through instructions and 250 photographs for furniture, walls, and
floors It is at a local watering hole, the Duck and Daisy, that lawyer-detective Arthur Crook
happens upon a party of men and women calling themselves the Peace Brigadiers. Their.
Candidates for a prestigious job turn on one another with deadly results.
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Love, stars, and all that , Kirin Narayan, Apr 1, 1994, Fiction, 311 pages. . In a world of "happiness
and heartbreak, heartbreak and happiness," what are we and Gita to make of this muddle? Love,
Stars, and All That gives us no easy answers; it doesPaper Prototyping The Fast and Easy Way to
Design and Refine User Interfaces, Carolyn Snyder, 2003, Computers, 378 pages. The practical
guide on using paper prototyping when designing user interfaces



Extreme Rescue: Dolphin Mission , Erica David, Warner McGee, Jun 2, 2009, Juvenile Fiction, 24
pages. A baby bottlenose dolphin is lost and tangled in seaweed and it is up to Diego to free him
and help him find his parentsTransactions , Neil Boyack, 2003, Short stories, Australian, 185 pages



Only in the Meantime & Office Poems , Mario Benedetti, Jan 1, 2006, Foreign Language Study, 87
pages. "One of Latin America's most widely-read writers, Uruguay's Mario Benedetti has dazzled
the literary world as a poet, novelist, essayist, critic, journalist, playwrightPage , Tamora Pierce,
May 1, 2001, Juvenile Fiction, 268 pages. Keladry of Mindelan continues her training to become a
squire with the aid of a new maid, the support of her friends, interference from some other pages,
and some serious, even
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The Color of Joy A Coloring Book for Women, , Oct 1, 2008, , 44 pagesLa nuit des mГ©tГ©ores ,
Thierry Schmaltz Something for James



Credit underwriting standards of financial institutions: hearing., Volume 4 hearing before the
Subcommittee on Financial Institutions and Regulatory Relief of the Committee on Banking,
Housing, and Urban Affairs, United States Senate, One Hundred Fifth Congress, first session.
October 21, 1997, United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban
Affairs. Subcommittee on Financial Institutions and Regulatory Relief, 1998, Business & Economics,
66 pagesUnions in a Changing World Problems and Prospects in Selected Industrialized Countries,
Shauna L. Olney, 1996, Business & Economics, 99 pages. The book analyzes the changes that
unions have been undergoing in order to adjust to economic, technological, and social changes,
discussing their internal structures and
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Compensation for Personal Injury in English, German and Italian Law A Comparative Outline,
Markesinis et al, 2005, Compensation (Law), 238 pages. This 2005 book examines the law of
compensation for personal injury in England, Germany and ItalySolo Now! Original Progressive
Guitar Solos in 3 Volumes, Richard Wright, Feb 25, 1998, Music, 24 pages. The aim of the three
Solo Now! books is to provide the elementary guitarist with a progressive and stimulating collection
of pieces that specifically develop one of the most Something for James The Oxford dictionary and
English usage guide , Maurice Waite, E. S. C. Weiner, Andrew Delahunty, Dec 19, 1996,
Architecture, 620 pages. Provides over 51,000 dictionary entries which contain definitions and
pronunciations, and includes the rules to proper English usage based on current trends This book
is meant for postgraduate modules that cover lifetime data in reliability and survival analysis as
taught in statistics, engineering statistics and medical statistics. A history of the U.S. economy from
colonial times to the present examines the influence of political and social forces.



What They Don't Teach You at Harvard Business School , Mark H. McCormack, 1986, Business &
Economics, 256 pages. Fascinating notes from a street-smart executive. McCormack shows how to
read people, create the right impression, take the leading edge, sell successfully, and
moreFrommer's Caribbean Ports of Call , Christina Paulette ColГіn, Sep 16, 2010, Travel, 384
pages. Completely updated every other year, Frommer's Caribbean Ports of Call takes a fresh look
at the most classic cruise destination. Our author, who has lived in Bonaire and
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Fertilizers Properties, Applications and Effects, Langdon R. Elsworth, Walter O. Paley, 2009,
Science, 268 pages. Fertilisers are compounds given to plants to promote growth; they are usually
applied either through the soil, for uptake by plant roots, or by foliar feeding, for uptakeArchives
Recordkeeping in Society, Sue McKemmish, 2005, Archival resources, 348 pages. This title explores
the role of archives in various cultural, organisational and historical contexts and introduces
established and emerging concepts in archival science. It Hutchinson, 1995 Philippine Journal of
Ophthalmology, Volume 1 , , 1969, Ophthalmology
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The White Album , Joan Didion, 1990, Literary Collections, 222 pages. First published in 1979,The
White Albumis a mosaicof the late sixties and seventies. It includes, among other bizarre artifacts
and personalities, the dark journeys andAdvantage Play The Manager's Guide to Creative Problem
Solving, David Ben, 2001, Business & Economics, 240 pages. A book designed to help managers
harness their creativity in finding solutions to business problems. David Ben uses references to
magic tricks to offer the reader an intensive Something for James
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Collective Labour Law , John Grogan, Jan 1, 2007, Collective bargaining, 283 pages. Collective
Labour Law focuses on those aspects of labour law commonly designated 'collective', as opposed
to 'individual' (dealt with in Dismissal, Discrimination and UnfairImprovisation and Composition in
Balinese GendГ©r Wayang Music of the Moving Shadows, Nicholas Gray, 2011, Music, 276 pages.
This book is an examination of the music of the Balinese gendГ©r wayang, the quartet of
metallophones - gendГ©r - that accompanies the Balinese shadow puppet play - wayang kulit



The structure of social action: a study in social theory with., Volume 1 a study in social theory with
special reference to a group of recent European writers, Talcott Parsons, 1949, Social Science, 817
pagesExorcisms and Ecstasies , Karl Edward Wagner, 1997, Fiction, 458 pages. Karl Edward
Wagner was one of the genre's finest practitioners of horror & dark fantasy. His untimely death in
1994 robbed the field of one of its major talents. As a writer
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When the Levee Breaks , Patrick Chalfant, 2003, Fiction, 294 pages. Faced with forclosure or
bankruptcy in Western Oklahoma, young Hadley Carlyle sees his opportunity to change his family's
fate and perhaps even save the farmTouching and Feeling , Alvin Silverstein, Virginia B. Silverstein,
Laura Silverstein Nunn, 2002, Juvenile Nonfiction, 64 pages. Discusses the sense of touch and
looks at new developments in artificial sensors download Something for James 1995 0091766028,
9780091766023
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